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Modis Service Centre 
Professional Solutions Powered 
By Global Reach And Local Expertise

We live in a world of complexity. Where technology drives constant change. 
A world that needs the right people. Working collaboratively. That’s where we come in. 
We are Modis. We are a new brand, bringing together The Adecco Group’s expertise and 
network of professionals to deliver innovative business and technology solutions.

We enable agile Support and Maintenance, Operations, 
Enhancements, and Improvement to systems and 
processes. This can be delivered as an ‘off-premise’ 
version of our successful, traditional managed service 
practice, there are also options to running the service 
with Modis Cloud and the Modis IT Service Management 
Platform (ServiceNow).

You can depend upon Modis to run your 
IT while you run your Business. The Modis 
Service Centre provides offsite services 
to clients across Australia and beyond.

The Modis Service Centre can be designed to support the 
requirements for availability, scale and responsiveness of 
service levels. The value of this support service needs to 
be matched with the value of the business outcome.

Why Modis?
We’re at the heart of today’s technology convergence.

We believe only cross-domain thinking can unlock true 
innovation. As a global community of specialists, we 
connect the smartest people and brightest businesses 
to the opportunities they need to thrive.

We partner our clients with the best minds and services 
to adapt, explore and seize opportunities to outperform.

FLEXIBLE SUPPORT OPTIONS

BRONZE* • Essential break/fix support options.
• Backed by our industry leading SLA’s.
• Suits applications and services 

with light to medium scale and 
support requirements.

• Includes basic reporting and 
Software Licence Management.

• ServiceNow service management tool.

SILVER* Bronze level support PLUS;
• Agreed number of for hours request 

management, spread across 
the billing period 

• Access to the MSC telephone service.

GOLD* Bronze & Silver level support PLUS;
• Access to deeper MSC services, from 

Application SMEs onsite to enhanced 
reporting, problem management, 
enhancements  and DR testing.

• Suits critical business applications 
and services.

PLATINUM* Our premier core support service;
• Dedicated Service Delivery Manager
• Dedicated Team Lead
• 24x7 support for your critical business 

applications and services.

*All support options can be enhanced with optional extras.
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DYNAMICS CRM • Governance and best practice
• Upgrades from on premise to online 

(all versions)
• Migration and integration
• Support1

OFFICE365 FULL STACK

– Microsoft Teams
– PowerApps
– Power BI
– Microsoft Flow

• Configuration
• Support1

SHAREPOINT • Governance and best practice
• Upgrades from on premise to online 

(all versions)
• Migration and integration
• Support1 for SharePoint Online

INTELLEDOX • As a Service
• Forms and workflow
• Integration into backend systems
• Support1

1Support includes:
– Minor enhancements (2–5 days as agreed with client)
– Break/fix
– Admin
– Performance monitoring (6am–6pm WST | SLA based)

Modis has a proven track record for delivering Microsoft solutions to a range 
of industries and the public sector and has worked with a number of key 
technology partners to provide a complete Microsoft eco-system tailored 
to our clients’ requirements.

With Microsoft Services from Modis, 
organisations can enhance their productivity, 
processes and competitiveness through 
accessing accurate information in a timely 
manner using the appropriate platform, 
device and service. They can reliably send 
data to customers, partners and staff ensuring 
the information is consistent and up-to-date.

Organisations can use these building blocks 
to solve business problems more quickly and 
more effectively.
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Service Catalogue 
Microsoft Cloud Hosting And Support
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MICROSOFT 
AZURE

• Azure full stack

• Governance and Best Practice

• Design 

• Support;  
– OS Patching
– Performance Monitoring 

(6am–6pm WST | SLA based)

• Security;
– Best practice analysis and design
– Penetration testing

• WAF (Web Application Firewall); 
– Best practice analysis and design
– Implementation and configuration

• Full site Disaster Recovery 
environment and refresh; 
– To secondary Azure data centre

• Migration on premise to cloud

• Hybrid data centre (extend on premise 
data centre to the cloud)

We provide services to manage the end-to-end solution stack running in the Cloud 
and On-Premises. We manage and broker the most cost-effective cloud services 
so you continue to receive right-sized solutions for your organisation.

Modis’ cloud capability is the natural extension 
of our core systems integration and managed 
services competencies. We focus on scaling 
applications, services, and information 
solutions via the cloud to bring cost-effective 
business solutions.

Modis has successfully executed 
transformational projects that modernise our 
client’s business and applications services; 
using our deep expertise to deliver on the 
promise of Cloud.

Delivery of Modis Solutions as-a-Service 
means that you can take advantage of 
our industry proven capabilities and focus, 
backed by Microsoft advanced support 
partners.
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GOVERNANCE

Service Catalogue 
Amazon Web Services 
Cloud Hosting And Support
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AMAZON WEB 
SERVICES

• AWS full stack

• Governance and Best Practice;
– Proactive cost monitoring 

and recommendations

• Design for high-availability 
and scalability

• Support;  
– OS and database patching
– Performance Monitoring 

(6am — 6pm WST | SLA base)

• Security;
– Best practice analysis and design
– Penetration testing

• WAF (Web Application Firewall); 
– Best practice analysis and design
– Implementation and configuration

• Full site Disaster Recovery 
environment and refresh; 
– To secondary AWS data centre

• Migration on premise to cloud

• Hybrid data centre (extend on premise 
data centre to the cloud)

Modis’ Cloud capability is the natural extension of our core systems integration 
and managed services competencies. We focus on scaling applications, 
services, and information solutions via the Cloud to deliver cost-effective 
and secure business solutions.

Modis is an Advanced Tier AWS Partner, 
with many years of experience architecting, 
deploying, migrating and operating end-to-end 
solutions in the largest public Cloud providers, 
as well as on premise. Our services start from 
a consideration of security, integration, 
availability, and cost, ensuring that deployed 
solutions best match customer expectations.

Agility is a key to modern systems; the ability 
to react to changes many domains: Customer’s 
changing usage demands, Customer’s 
changing business requirements and 
modelling, technology solutions and services 
available, and changing security requirements.

Modis has successfully executed major 
transformational projects that have 
modernised our clients’ business and 
application services by using our deep 
expertise to deliver services on the 
Public Cloud.

Our strategic partnerships with Microsoft 
and Amazon Web Services allows us to deliver 
solutions based on vendor best-practices, 
with a large team of Cloud-vendor certified 
Modis consultants.
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GOVERNANCE

Service Catalogue 
Application Support Services .NET
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.NET • Level 2 and 3 Support Services;
– Minor enhancements 

(maximum 2 days)
– Break/fix
– Admin
– Performance Monitoring 

(6am—6pm WST | SLA based)

• Governance and Best Practice

• DevOps

• Continuous Integration and Delivery

• Delivery lifecycle management

Modis Managed Services offer certainty of cost and quality 
whilst being flexible and responsive to change so you can adapt 
to evolving business needs.

At Modis we have a strong track record 
of delivering application managed services 
including numerous 100+ seat on-premise 
24 x 7 teams for critical applications for 
State Government. For managed service 
clients across State Government and 
Commercial we have been 100% SLA 
compliant for over three years.

The Modis Service Centre has been designed 
for clients of all sizes to take advantage 
of the deep expertise in Microsoft support 
across the organisation. 
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Application Support Services Java
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JAVA • Level 2 and 3 Support Services;
– Minor enhancements 

(maximum 2 days)
– Break/fix
– Admin
– Performance Monitoring 

(6am—6pm WST | SLA based)

• Governance and Best Practice

• DevOps

• Continuous Integration and Delivery

• Delivery lifecycle management

Modis Managed Services offer certainty of cost and quality 
whilst being flexible and responsive to change so you can adapt 
to evolving business needs.

At Modis we have a strong track record 
of delivering application managed services 
including numerous 100+ seat on-premise 
24 x 7 teams for critical applications for 
State Government. For managed service 
clients across State Government and 
Commercial we have been 100% SLA 
compliant for over three years.

The Modis Service Centre has been designed 
for clients of all sizes to take advantage 
of the deep expertise in Java support 
across the organisation. 
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Service Catalogue 
Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
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RPA 
CONSULTING 
SERVICES

• Process Identification 
for Automation

• Deployment of 
Proof of Concepts and 
Pilots-as-a-Service

• Definition of RPA 
Centre of Excellence

Modis offers RPA-as-a-Service. Reducing the barrier of entry of deploying RPA 
within your business. Leveraging Modis’ RPA experience, we guide businesses 
through the end-to-end RPA journey.

Robotic Process Automation with UiPath
Modis has partnered with UiPath, an RPA technology 
leader and star performer evidenced by Everest Group’s 
2018 RPA PEAK Matrix™. The result of combining Modis’ 
strong .Net software development and integration 
experience with UiPath’s enterprise grade RPA solution 
enables the efficient automation of rule-based business 
processes. The automation of business processes 
can be achieved across a broad range of contemporary 
and legacy business software solutions and systems.

Modis consults businesses on process identification 
for automation engaging all relevant stakeholders. 
We deploy POCs and pilots -as-a-Service to businesses, 
reducing the initial RPA investment and risk to customers. 

Ensuring our customers do not deploy RPA in a tactical 
fashion we provide a consultancy service in defining an 
RPA Centre of Excellence (COE) with a strategic mandate 
tailored to the business needs and requirements. 

Finally, Modis offers operational RPA-as-a-Service 
at scale complying to the most stringent security 
and SLA requirements.  

RPA 
HOSTING

• System Administration 
and Monitoring

• Configuration 
and Security

• Data Architecture 
and Engineering

• Migration and Integration

• Cloud Hosting



SAS SERVICES

MIGR ATION

ADVANCED ANALY TICS

CONFIGUR ATION

INTEGR ATION

SECURIT Y

Service Catalogue 
SAS Analytics Services And Support
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SAS VIYA 
PLATFORM

• System Administration and Monitoring

• Software Installation and 
Implementation

• Configuration and Security

• Data Architecture and Engineering

• Advanced Analytics

• Migration and Integration

• Cloud Hosting

SAS is a recognised leader in analytics; through business intelligence, predictive 
analytics, AI, machine learning and data management software and services. 
SAS support the end-to-end analytics lifecycle from data preparation and 
discovery to model management and deployment to the business.

Modis’ strategic partnership with SAS 
provides capability to organisations 
across Australia, in Resources, Energy, 
Utilities, Insurance, Academic and 
Government sectors.

Modis provides end-to-end expertise 
for the SAS platform including complete 
application management and cloud hosting.

“SAS builds the first truly 
multimodal Predictive Analytics 
and Machine Learning solution”

Forrester Research Q3 2018

SAS 9.4 
PLATFORM

• System Administration and Monitoring

• Software Installation and 
Implementation

• Configuration and Security

• Data Architecture and Engineering

• Advanced Analytics

• Migration and Integration
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